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2014 was another season of success at 

Chelmsford Cricket Club.  There is an enormous 

amount to be proud of for players, officials, 

helpers and supporters. 

After some disappointing results in 2013, all the 

league sides managed to finish in the top half of 

the table.  The 2nds and 3rds won their leagues 

with the 3rd team scoring more than 300 points. 

The ethos of the Club was demonstrated by the 

fact that the captains of the first three Saturday 

sides and the Sunday League side were all 

members of the 2004 Matchplay winning side.  

The third trophy of the season, the Warsop T20 

side secured victory with a team that all came 

through the Colt’s ranks with the oldest player 

just 27. 

We also attracted some quality players with 

Sam Cook and Anthony Hill having good debut 

seasons.  Sam was particularly impressive and 

has been brought into Essex’s Academy 

Programme. 

In the colts sector the numbers on Friday nights 

were very encouraging.  There was a good 

atmosphere in the Clubhouse on those nights 

with the bar well-used and burgers generating 

significant extra income.   

Perhaps the greatest achievement was the birth 

of a vibrant girl’s section.  Formed part way 

through the season, the team performed well at 

a number of Festivals and ended the season 

with their first hard ball experience.    

Away from the pitch, the Committee continued 

to work hard and keep things running.  Amongst 

the achievements was hosting the Warsop Finals 

Day, some new social events such as bingo and 

the Italian evening and the delivery of some  

 

 

smart new covers.   

There are any number of people who worked 

hard and did great jobs on and off the pitch.  I 

hope that all of them are mentioned and 

thanked somewhere in here; they ought to be 

there are nigh on 20,000 words.  I would like to 

pick out three people who you might not have 

thought of for particular praise: 

Adrian Tuff – Adrian and Nikki Tuff have been 

the driving and organisational force behind the 

Girl’s section.  Other parents and coaches such 

as Andy Shepherd and Shona Keaney have done 

great jobs.  The number of games played has 

been testament to the enthusiasm of all 

concerned. 

Aaron Beard – despite a major operation 

basically writing off his season, Aaron was a 

fantastic Club member.  In the first half of the 

season he enthusiastically supported and helped 

out with the first team.  In the second half of the 

season he was able to play as a batsman and 

was a fully committed member of the successful 

second team, setting a phenomenal standard in 

the field. 

David Goddard – not for the reason you might 

think but for his work with the Sunday 2nds.  

This team has played regularly through the 

season bringing in several new members and 

providing experience for a number of young 

players.   

Inside the issue are the reports that I’ve 

received or made up.  Hope you enjoy them and 

you should enjoy being part of a great Club. 

 

  

The Soapbox 

Come to the Club Dinner 

Friday November 7 



 

 

For all the brilliant success achieved on the field 

there are problems and disappointments.   

1993 was the last time that the 1st XI won a top-

tier trophy.  The standard is of course high but 

the season rather drifted away with poor 

availability having a knock-on effect to teams 

lower down.  23 players were used and whilst it 

is great to see players who have come through 

the ranks make their debuts and look the part, it 

would have better for them to play with sides 

close to full strength.  There is real potential in 

the first team and it would be fantastic to see 

real commitment and competition for places; 

given the talent available there should be. 

There was also the nightmare of President’s 

Day.  A showcase game with plenty of people 

turning up to watch and it was over by tea.  The 

Mid Essex League XI thoroughly outplayed what 

was a fairly strong team. 

In the Colt’s section, we did not win a game at 

under-11 or under-15 level.   Both managers for 

those sides have decided to stand down – not 

due to pressure from supporters or the 

committee.  An under-11 coach is needed, 

ideally someone under 40 (and not embittered). 

Monday night coaching for 12 to 16 year olds 

was too often just a net session.  A lack of 

coaches made it difficult to do anything else and 

to work on honing skills (the cones don’t lie).  

Saturday night catering was a rare event this 

year, unless you count someone driving to the 

fish and chip shop.  New social events were tried 

with some success – they were certainly 

enjoyable evenings – but it was still largely the 

same faces organising and attending. 

Too often, the task of getting sides out for a 

Saturday and even Sunday first team is an 

onerous one.  David Goddard and the captains 

have to do a lot of work.  If you’re not a regular  

 

 

but fancy a game one week, please get in 

contact; there are no more than a couple of 

weeks a year when there is a surplus of players. 

As usual the Newsletter has been a slow 

process.  How difficult is it to write a report for a 

match or a season?  Thank you to the 

contributors who were quick out of the blocks; 

Adrian, Nick, Brian (who had to put his in the 

post), Rosie and Rob.  The attitude of teams is 

perhaps exemplified by the number of reports 

received and the timing; they are pretty much 

arranged as received.   

In the end it was a case of be careful what you 

wish for as I’ve ended up with enough content 

to fill a book. You have got all Winter to read it 

and if you think I should have edited more, you 

should see the full versions.  There is a contents 

page at the back. 

Thank you to John Everard who produced some 

match reports during the season to at least give 

an alternative viewpoint to mine.  If you enjoy a 

game of cricket you play in, why not write a 

report and send it to me?  Even if it is too late 

for the paper, I will put it on the website. 

Despite very hard work from the groundstaff – 

and they do a lot to help us - Chelmer Park 

continues to have problems.  The marks from 

umpires just made the standard required by the 

Premier League.  Also, after spending a lot of 

money on covers, one of them was broken.   

The Committee work hard to keep the Club 

running.  There is too much of a burden on a 

small number of people. I have no doubt that if 

some of them turned round and said that they’d 

had enough that someone else would step 

forward but it shouldn’t need to come to that. 

I hope you all enjoy the reports and that they 

enable you to reflect on an enjoyable season.  

You should enjoy being part of a great Club. 

The Soapbox 
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Thank you all for your kind words 

during my “annus difficilis”.  However, 

the results show that those who stepped 

into the breach got it right. The gross 

take was c.£21,500, an increase on the 

previous year of c.£3,200. 

A massive thank you to Julie Witham 

who took over and ran a very tight ship. 

To all those who served, cash and 

carried, cleaned, organised change or 

rushed to shop in an emergency, my 

heartfelt thanks. Not forgetting our good 

friend and dedicated member Max 

Gibson whose Saturday and function bar 

work is hugely appreciated.   

The gross income figure was helped 

enormously by 5 club functions, 4 major 

hockey events, 2 major outside events 

and 12 smaller outside events.  Also 

very little cricket was lost to the 

vagaries of Mother Nature.  Several new 

lines were introduced and proved very 

successful.  Shortages, if any, were 

rectified immediately. 

We hope to run a similar team effort in 

2015 and anyone interested in helping 

should contact me direct.  See the 

fixture card for contact details. 

Let’s hope that in 2015 we can continue 

to ‘enjoy… the ineffable pleasure of 

drinking’ (H.S. Leigh ‘The Carols of 

Cockayne). 

Brian Poole 

If you can complete the above quote, perhaps 

Brian will acquaint you with the particular 

ineffable pleasure? 

  

 

 

Highest Total:  

For: 357-4 1sts v Upminster 

Against: 297-8 Chingford v 1sts 

Lowest Total: 

Against: 35 Ilford v 3rds 

For: 69 U16s v Orsett 

Highest Score: 126 Nick Prowting 

1sts v Upminster 

Centuries: 15 

3 – David Thrift 

2 – Adil Dewan, Barry Clayden 

1 – Nick Powting, Nick Bailey, Miles Clark, 

Phil Arnold, Ben Clifford, Sam Trowell, 

Angus Turner, Matt Davis 

Best Bowling: 7-17 Abraham Kurian 

5ths v Leigh-on-Sea 

Five-Wicket Hauls: 34 

3 – Keith Goodman, Craig Thompson 

2 – Tom Craddock, Mark Drain, Rob 

Hayto, Stephen Drain, Tom Arnold, Harry 

Arnold, Andy Shepherd 

1 – James Clifford, Ben Clifford, Ollie 

Devenish, Stuart Everard, Neal 

Abhyankar, Matt Poole, Tom Moss, Harry 

Green, Sean Sullivan, Neil Raisborough, 

Alistair Fergus, Abraham Kurian, Eddie 

Lawrence, Matt Cole  

Hat-Tricks 

Ben Clifford 

 



 

 

After putting my name forward to be 2nd XI 

captain this year, I wasn’t really sure what to 

expect. On paper I knew that we had an 

excellent team, but having lost a number of 

senior players in recent years I was aware that 

it was essential to build a core team unit from 

the start. From the first friendly to the final 

league game, I was fortunate enough to have 

around 8 players who played virtually every 

league game, not only making selection a lot 

easier for myself but also to almost instantly 

create an excellent team spirit and atmosphere. 

After a couple of relatively simple victories in 

friendlies, I was looking forward to a close 

league game to really check that the team were 

up for a long season of battling. This was not 

to be the case, as South Woodford were 

demolished for 63by the new ball pairing of 

Mark Drain and Ollie Devenish. Sadly, due to 

a combination of girlfriend, 1st XI and stand-

sitting commitments, this was the last time this 

pairing was seen. This game rather set the tone 

for the first half of the season, as every team 

we played were quickly dismissed by our 

bowling attack, leaving the batting side with 

some very small totals to chase. 

Unfortunately this created some problems with 

the batting order, and we constantly had to 

rotate the order to give a chance for as many 

people as possible to get a bat. Although there 

were a number of significant contributors, 

Gary Chidley consistently led the way with 

393 runs at just under 40, scoring four half 

centuries. Most selection meetings revolved 

around who it was possible for me to drop, 

such was the form of the side. 

Sadly, I was unable to witness the continued 

outstanding performances of the side as I was 

called up to the 1st XI, but regular updates 

from Hayto, Cranmer, Halsey, Neal and Gaz 

ensured that I was always kept in the loop 

(albeit comprehending Neal (Abhyankar)  

 

 

updates was like reading another language at 

times). Our spin attack continued to dominate 

throughout the year, with Neal, Stuey 

(Everard), Hayto, Halz and Matt Poole taking 

over 100 wickets between them and it was 

particularly pleasing to see Neal as leading 

wicket-taker (30 at 13). His performances this 

year have shown that with determination and 

hard work, you can move up through the teams 

and continue to perform exceptionally. 

Such was our domination in most games that a 

number of batsmen rarely got an opportunity 

to truly express themselves, but youngsters 

such as Sam Trowell, Brad Green (who also 

took 30 dismissals), Vit Sapaetharan and 

Angus Turner all proved that they have the 

ability to score runs at this level. It is only 

because of the consistent performances of 

players like Gaz, Cranmer and Hayto that they 

were unable to get more chances to perform. 

Another pleasing display in the second half of 

the season was Jack Moss getting an extended 

chance at 2nd XI level. He showed his ability 

and determination (250 runs at over 30). In the 

first half of the season, the only weakness of 

the side was the occasional top order collapse, 

but Jack’s presence in the side provided a 

strong backbone to any innings. 

I would like to thank all those who have 

helped me this year, in particular Gary and Lee 

for taking over for the second half of the 

season, but also DG for his assistance with 

selection. One thing that I have learnt in my 

first year as a senior XI captain is just how 

frustrating and time-consuming selection can 

be, and I am still in awe of just how many 

hours Dave commits to the club throughout the 

year. I can only hope that next year we will all 

remember Dave when considering a day out 

on a Saturday, and perhaps think that maybe 

we should just play cricket instead to make his 

week easier!  Nick Bailey 
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Missing the first half of the season was 

pretty hard, once I knew I needed knee 

surgery I spent my afternoons limping 

around Chelmer Park watching and making 

various observations. I was pleased to make 

my comeback at the start of July for the 3rd 

XI and then went on to mainly play for the 

2nd XI. 

 

At the start of the year under new 

leadership, both sides had set out a clear 

message to their squads. Winning the 

league was the objective, and that no matter 

what it would be achieved come the last 

game. On paper both had incredibly strong 

squads but more importantly were focused 

on what they were trying to do and had the 

desire to achieve it. Everyone contributed at 

one stage or another and the will for their 

team mates to succeed was incredible. Each 

match was fought to the last delivery, 

everyone gave everything they had and 

ensured they left nothing behind on the field 

and the desire to be ruthless in each game 

was always present. Everyone was able to 

feed off the collective energy.  

 

From starting off as an outsider looking in at 

the games to being involved in the squads, 

you could just see how much every run, 

every wicket meant to the players. They 

knew from day one that the title was 

achievable but that it would take bloody hard 

work. Some might say that the standard at 

2nd and 3rd XI has dropped but that would 

not do justice to the work done over the 

summer to make it happen.  Come the 

penultimate game of the season the hard 

work paid off with both sides realising they 

had reached their goal and won the league. I 

have been lucky enough over the years to 

play in sides that have won leagues/cups, 

and I can assure you there is no better 

feeling as an amateur cricketer.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

I genuinely believe as a club although we 

have achieved great success over the years 

we can still achieve more. There is no 

reason why each league side cannot win 

their division, but in order to do this I believe 

we need toughen up on the field and have 

far greater commitment. We can take a leaf 

out of Chingford’s book.  They won the 1st XI 

Premier division and are a decent bunch of 

guys but they play hard cricket. When you 

bat they make you feel uncomfortable, when 

you bowl they put you under pressure. For 

those hours you are on the pitch, they don’t 

want to be your mate, they want to humiliate 

you and beat you. Most importantly, they are 

ruthless. For the last two seasons, the 

highest score conceded by any Chelmsford 

team has been at Chingford and they have 

dominated all five games contested in this 

period. 

 

The commitment was there as well, much 

like in the 2nd XI where availability was 

strong every week because people were 

committed to the cause. When you have 

regular availability and you know what your 

role is each week then you will always be 

competing at the top. You cannot compete 

at the top when each week your bowling unit 

totally changes or your top order changes as 

it completely disrupts your side. Cricket 

shouldn’t just be something to do if you 

haven’t got anything else on. Whilst 

everyone appreciates you might miss the 

odd week, if you want to win a league then 

you have to commit to the cause and put 

everything into it.  

 

Hopefully next year will see the start of a 

new era where as a club we have more 

desire to achieve the very best at all levels.  

I firmly believe even more can be achieved.  

 

Rob Hayto 

 

 



 

 

What a great year it’s been for the girls. 
 
For the past few seasons there have been an 
increasing number of girls attending the Friday 
night training sessions, but with an influx over 
the Winter an unprecedented number turned 
up for the first training session of the Summer. 
With almost 20 girls aged under 11 turning up 
on a regular basis there was clearly a need to 
think about a girls team. 
 
The first tentative steps were taken with the 
committee and tacit approval was given. With 
a number of willing parents taking on key 
organisational roles, and coaches in the form 
of Shep, Eddie, Shona and Nick (Bailey), the 
embryonic team started to take shape. 
 
The first outing for the as-yet-unnamed girls 
team was the Essex round of the Lady 
Taverners Softball Competition, on a Friday 
afternoon at Chelmer Park. A team was 
selected, Nick Bailey offered himself up as 
coach and 11 very nervous girls (all dressed in 
a mish-mash of cricketing whites) stepped out 
for their first ever terrier game against 
Colchester. They won. Much to everyone’s 
surprise and delight, they actually won. And it 
didn’t stop there. Two further victories in the 
pool stages against a very strong Wanstead 
team and a Hutton team featuring three county 
players, led Chelmsford into the semi-finals. 
Their opponents were Upminster, and despite 
a relatively low scoring affair (238 to 221) 
Chelmsford were through to the final. Shocked 
does not cover it, children were on a high and 
parents were wondering what was happening. 
 
The final was a repeat of the pool game 
against Wanstead, but unfortunately it was a 
game too far for Chelmsford. Losing too many 
wickets we were only able to post 208, 
Wanstead surpassed that total with ease and 
were crowned Essex Champions and would go 
through to represent Essex at the London and 
South East Finals. But Chelmsford were 
county runners-up, and the girls have the 
medals to prove it! 
 
But they didn’t stop there, as it was a Friday 
the girls had training in the evening, so some 
of the parents took the opportunity of a 3 hour 
break to head over the pub for a delayed lunch 
/ early dinner, and at that point the Willows 
were born. Names were bandied about and 
hopes discussed, the Willows seemed to fit,  

 
 
 
 
and more importantly the girls liked it. The 
Willows returned to Chelmer Park for training 
with their medals proudly around their necks. 
 
Following on from the initial success a few 
invitations for matches and tournaments were 
received and accepted, and as a result the 
Willows ended up playing in 2 further softball 
tournaments (at Upminster and Loughton), at 
which they finished as runners up again. 
Notable highlights were a hat-trick from 
Sydney Whelan at Loughton (a very expensive 
occurrence for proud parents offering £5 for 
each wicket, especially as there were a further 
three during the tournament), and big hitting 
from Darcie Cleaver and Mollie Tuff. 
 
A friendship developed with Hutton CC and a 
trio of games were organised between the 
clubs. The first match at Hutton was a 
resounding victory for Chelmsford, with 
relatively small boundaries and agile fielders, 
Chelmsford were able to restrict Hutton, but 
Hutton were not able to do the same. The 
return match at Chelmer Park on President’s 
Day saw the visitors boosted by their county 
players, and it showed, despite a narrower 
winning margin than previously Hutton were 
clear victors.  
 
Before the decider could take place, we 
received a phone-call from Natalie at Essex 
asking if Chelmsford were able to represent 
the county at the regional Lady Taverners 
tournament, as Wanstead were unable to field 
a team due to religious holidays. Despite the 
late notice, the Willows were able to field a 
team and with Shona coaching a number of us 
made the trek to St Albans, and into the 
unknown. How good are other girls teams? 
How are we going to cope? The Willows 
turned up, fresh from receiving their new (very 
pink!) Warsop kit (many thanks to Ian Cleaver 
and Paddy Bidwell for organising) and were 
placed in a pool with Eastbourne and the 
excellently named Ballinger Waggoners!   
 
A tight three run victory over the Waggoners 
was followed by a 24 run defeat to 
Eastbourne, wickets being provided by Jessica 
Tuff and Olivia Copeland. This placed us 
second in the pool and in the play off for 4th to 
6th. Our next pool consisted of the two other 
teams finishing second in their pools: Ramsey 
and Greenwich. 
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Against Ramsey Sydney almost recreated her 
hat-trick from Loughton with two in two, and 
with Darcie getting a c&b, Chelmsford were 
victorious by 13 runs. The final game was 
against a very good Greenwich side who won 
by 45 runs. With two victories and two losses 
the Willows ended up in 5th place in London 
and the South East, not a bad effort for a team 
that didn’t exist two months earlier. 
 
The decider against Hutton was organised for 
late on in the season and it was agreed that 
we should play a “normal” softball game, 
rather than the terrier format that we had done 
before. Captain Mollie set out her team to field 
first and they did an excellent job of restricting 
Hutton, with only one of their county players 
retiring (25no) and the others being dismissed 
fairly cheaply. With Beth Wright getting two 
wickets and Georgie Bidwell a run out, Hutton 
were only able to score 123 off their 20 overs. 
Victory was in sight if only Chelmsford could 
keep hold of their wickets. With Eleanor 
Stevens and Beth Wright opening Chelmsford 
made a very good start. Eleanor was 
eventually caught for 18 and Beth retired on 
26no, setting a good base for Captain Mollie to 
come in and hit a 9 ball 25no before having to 
retire an over later! With excellent support play 
from Darcie and Mel Welch, Chelmsford got to 
127-1 with a couple of overs to spare.  
 
The final match of the season was a hard-ball 
match against the Essex Primary Development 
Squad, our very own Zoe Good’s “other” 
squad. For a number of the girls this was their 
first ever hard-ball match, and for some the 
first time they had even picked up a hard-ball, 
so to play a terrier match against some of the 
best year 5/6 girl cricketers in Essex was 
always going to be a challenge. 
 
Essex batted first and posted a competitive 
286 from their 20 overs, with wickets from 
Jessica Tuff and Mel. Batting in pairs 
Chelmsford kept the scoreboard ticking over, 
but not quite quick enough meaning the final 
pair of Mollie and Darcie required 20 off the 
last two overs. The target got larger as Mollie 
was caught out meaning the pair now required 
25 from 10 balls. With three balls to go 10 was 
required, nothing less than two runs would do, 
and when Essex bowled a dot ball the game 
was almost up. 10 required off two balls, a 
nigh on impossibility for Chelmsford. But then 
Essex bowled a wide, two runs to the total and 
the ball needed to be re-bowled, suddenly the 
Willows were back in it, only 8 required off two 
balls, two boundaries for the win. 
 

Calm and composed Mollie stepped up and 
despatched the last two balls for fours through 
mid-wicket. In their first ever hard-ball match 
the Willows had beaten the Essex Primary 
Development Squad by 1 run. What a fantastic 
way to finish off the season. 
 
Fresh from their victory over the Essex Squad, 
the Willows were next in action at the County 
Ground in the mini matchplay preceding the 
England vs. South Africa Women’s T20 match, 
despite some mixed results the girls, kitted out 
in their Warsop kit, had a fantastic day and 
were ever present on TV throughout the Sky 
Sports coverage, even featuring in the 
montage at the end of the show. 
 
Trying to summarise what has been a fantastic 
season: at the beginning of the season 
Chelmsford didn’t have a girls team, after a 
month not only did we have one, but they had 
finished second in Essex. After being 
christened the “Willows” they went from 
strength to strength, playing and winning a 
number of friendlies, ending up runners-up in 
two tournaments, representing Essex at the 
Lady Taverners Finals and then playing their 
first ever hard-ball match and defeating the 
Essex Primary Development Team! Where do 
we go from here? Well fortunately the majority 
of players will still be under 11 next season, so 
watch out Eastbourne and Greenwich, we’re 
coming for you! And hopefully with a bit of 
publicity we might be able to put together an 
Under 13 Willows team next season. Watch 
this space! 
 
A special thanks should go to those from the 
club that have helped coach, umpire and score 
for the girls over the season, and none more 
so than Shep who has always been there for 
the girls and has supported them throughout 
the entire season. Also a special mention for 
the original girl cricketer, Shona, who not only 
acts as a great role model for the girls, but who 
has helped to develop the girls at both the 
Friday night and occasional Sunday morning 
training sessions. Many thanks from all the 
girls and the parents. 
 
The Willows: Georgie Bidwell, Abbie Camp, 
Darcie Cleaver, Isabelle Copeland, Olivia 
Copeland, Holly Delaney, Zoe Good, Isabelle 
Keegan, Izzy Lander, Rosie Lewis, Ella 
Spinks, Jess Spinks, Eleanor Stevens, Jessica 
Tuff, Mollie Tuff, Mel Welch, Sydney Whelan 
and Beth Wright. 

Adrian Tuff 

 



 

 

The under-13s had a pretty good season with some 

very encouraging performances.  The bare numbers 

of 7 wins from 16 games may not look too impressive 

but they ignore the make-up of the side, the 

improvements through the season and the playing 

policy adopted. 

Almost all of the regulars will be available at this level 

for 2015 so there is every reason for optimism.  Some 

of the under-12s, in particular Sam Bowen, Matthew 

Cole, Matthew Cook and Luke Smith look likely to be 

strong performers. 

The A team played in the Cup and league and 

recorded 1 win from 8. However, four defeats were 

to very strong Hutton and Brentwood sides and in 

those games a decent fight was put up. The defeat to 

Bentley was disappointing but the chance for revenge 

was lost when they dropped out of the return. 

Springfield won a cup fixture early on but were well 

beaten in the league to close the season, a win that 

counted double for league purposes following several 

rain-offs. 

Rain and late cancellations were a theme for the 

season.  With Bernice Clark running things, none of 

those call-offs were down to us.  The continual 

problems would have broken many but somehow 

Bernice kept going, setting up more matches, 

organising more teams and pitches. 

The B team were second in their league with 6 wins 

and 3 defeats plus a walk-over.  There were close run 

games against Great Baddow, Galleywood, Hatfield 

Peverel and South Woodham Ferrers, all very 

memorable not least for conceding more than 40 

extras in defeat to South Woodham.  In all of the 

games there was someone producing very 

encouraging individual displays. 

When batting, the policy was to retire batsmen when 

they reached 50, if not earlier.  Matt Cole, Matt Cook 

(x 2), Felix May and Luke Smith all posted landmarks, 

Matt Cole though was the only one to do so in the A 

team.  Luke’s 82 against Great Baddow was the 

exception to the normal rule and was an exceptional 

innings. 

Those players played several fine innings with Matt 

Cook and Luke Smith averaging over 100 for the B  

 

 

team.  Other players to make very notable 

contributions were Harry Arnold, Sam Bowen and 

Henry Pearce.  Plenty of other players showed that 

they have the capability of being good players. 

In general, everyone bowled two overs which meant 

there were not too many stand-out hauls.  Matt Cole, 

Harry Arnold, Sam Bowen, Luke Smith and Dan 

Cornell would probably be the first five choices.  

However, there was plenty of other talent, Will 

Boyden’s off-spin is very promising, Sam Tremelling 

was held back by injury and Fabian Bright has a lot of 

ability as does Matt Cook. 

There were only three players in the under-13 age 

group who played regularly. Harry Arnold only played 

in the A team and led his young charges quite well. 

The most important quality that he brought was to 

demonstrate positive running.  Jonathan Tween and 

Peter Banfield were the others and are capable 

players who can develop and have both graduated 

into adult cricket. 

The under-12 group is a large one and there really is a 

lot of promise.  The four names already mentioned 

stand out but there are a lot of talented players who 

have plenty of time and with hard work can progress 

rapidly; the player to do that this season was Henry 

Pearce who is now a very competent batsman.  

James Boyden and Oliver Colgrove should be picked 

out too for their excellent attitudes.    

Several under-11 players played and did well.  Jack 

Pearce and Jayden Prabhakar contributed to the win 

at Hatfield Peverel.  Mollie Tuff provided pretty much 

the sole highlight of defeat to Writtle, bowling two 

boys who were probably in excess of six feet.  The 

regular pair of Dan Cornell and Will Boyden usually 

bowled very well. 

Thank you to all the players who turned out, the 

parents and siblings who supported and most of all to 

Bernice, whose persistence was remarkable.   I hope 

that everyone enjoyed the games and learned 

something, especially if that is to keep your mouth 

shut unless you’ve got something intelligent to say 

(and for most 12 year old boys that means pretty 

much all the time). 

Alistair Fergus 
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The under-11s and under-15s did not have 

very successful seasons and failed to muster a 

win between them. 

The under-11 side was run by Lee Cranmer 

and Bob Shortman and was generally a very 

young side (even for under-11s).  

Unfortunately they were placed in the A team 

league with a number of sides who were very 

experienced.  The result was that all six games 

ended in very large defeats but this did not 

seem to traumatise the participants.     

Hopefully the experience will stand the side in 

good stead over the next couple of years as 

most players will still be available. 

Craig Thompson’s under-15 side played five 

games.  Unlike the under-11s they were 

reasonably competitive but did not really look 

like breaking their duck.  A small pool of 

players and difficulties getting everyone out 

meant that several under-12s were regulars. 

Harry Green and Jay Smith produced the best 

individual displays. 

 

 

Chelmsford Willows 

 

 

 

Awards 

Colt of the Year:  

Sam Trowell 

Stan Doe Trophy (Outstanding Individual 

Performance): 

Luke Smith 

Most Improved Player: 

Henry Pearce 

Colt’s Clubman: 

Shona Keaney 

Under-16s 

Harry Green 

James Burns 

Sean Sullivan 

Under-13s 

Matt Cook 

Matt Cole 

Harry Arnold 

Sam Bowen 

Willows 

Mollie Tuff 

Eleanor Stevens 

Beth Wright 

 

 

 



 

 

At the beginning of the Summer I decided that 

this year would be my last as Sunday 1st XI 

Captain, whilst I have enjoyed being in charge 

of the side I have done it for some time now 

and it is time to introduce a new face into 

captaincy. I firmly believe that the Sunday 1st 

XI should be led by a younger face to give 

them the chance to develop their captaincy 

skills.  

 

The usual Sunday problems occurred, whilst 

there was a regular core of players, availability 

in general was poor. Whilst some people were 

able to help out and play at the last minute (for 

which I am grateful), there were the usual 

replies to my pleading messages of ‘No’.  

Whilst some reasons were fair enough and 

you can accept as a captain, there 

unfortunately would have been some who I felt 

just couldn’t be bothered to play. This is in my 

opinion, a poor attitude. I still find it amazing 

that when someone is clearly struggling for 

runs or wickets on a Saturday, they never 

come to me and ask to play to try and find 

some form. I can only recall Jack Sterland and 

Dan Hagen asking me for a game so they 

could try and find some more runs.  

 

Being injured for the first half of the season 

gave a good opportunity for a younger face in 

James Clifford to lead the side and I am 

pleased to say that he did an excellent job in 

my absence. With some experienced players 

in the side to guide him he saw the side was 

undefeated and that our title defence was off 

to a good start. In James’ absence the all-time 

great leader Nick Bailey took charge and 

obviously ensured victory.  

 

The Sunday League once again proved that it 

isn’t the ‘waste of time’ or ‘terrible standard’ 

that some people’s attitude believes it to be. 

Six wins out of eight with a rain off and 1 

defeat saw us finish runners up in 2014.  

 

Games with Orsett, Harold Wood and 

Hadleigh & Thundersley all finished with 

victories in very close games which were  

 

 

 

 

 

enjoyed by all involved. Brad Green deserves 

a special mention for his excellent innings of 

76 against Orsett, when a young side won a 

close game defending 186. Orsett collapsed 

from 100-0 to 169 all out with James Clifford 

and Alistair Fergus the chief destroyers. Dan 

Hagen’s runs and Neal Abhyankar’s wickets 

were the crucial factors against Hadleigh.  

Some nerveless finishing from Liam Keaney 

and Ben Clifford saved the day against Harold 

Wood. 

 

Games against Belhus, Bardoli and South 

Woodford all saw comfortable victories. Nick 

Bailey produced the top score of the season in 

the game against Bardoli. 

 

With a rain off against STM our undefeated 

streak was still intact, however a disappointing 

defeat to Waltham left our title defence out of 

our hands with Waltham and Harold Wood 

both having a number of games left to play, 

including playing each other on the last game 

of the season.  

 

Harold Wood won their remaining games to 

pip us to the title by 4 points in another close 

league season.  

 

I would like to thank all those that have played, 

as well as all the scorers, tea ladies and bar 

staff that have helped out on Sundays. Not just 

for this season but for the years I have been in 

charge, I am extremely grateful.  

 

A big thank you goes to Dave Goddard, with 

whom I must have exchanged thousands of 

messages over the last few years and who has 

helped find players at the last minute. Without 

Dave the job would have been ten times 

harder than it already was.  

 

I wish my successor the best of luck and hope 

they can reclaim the league next year.  

 

Rob Hayto  
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I’m not sure whether this headline has ever 

appeared in print before.  So it’s worth 

recording in the hallowed annals of the 2014 

season Toss!! 

 

After a summer of playing friendly softball 

tournaments and one-off matches, the newly 

formed Chelmsford Willows played the 

Essex Girls Under 11 Development Squad 

Team.  On a sunny, warm late August 

morning the girls put on their distinctive pink 

caps and took to the field in their first hard 

ball competitive T20 match. 

 

Under the captaincy of Mollie Tuff (the girl 

with a plan) we bowled and fielded with 

confidence to contain the Essex girls to a 

total of 286 for 4.  With two overs each, the 

standout bowlers were Zoe Good 1-9, Mel 

Welch 1-10, Sydney Whelan 1-11, Jess Tuff 

1-12 and a containing spell of 0-6 from 

Eleanor Stevens. 

 

Going into bat, we needed to maintain 

pressure and score runs consistently.  With 

the coaches words of  “don’t leave it all to 

the end...” ringing in their ears, each pair 

went out to bat for four overs knowing this 

was going to be a team effort to win... 

 

Darcie Cleaver and Beth Wright opened the 

batting hitting positively and scoring 

boundaries.  Good start.   

 

Georgie Bidwell and Izzy Lander pushed the 

score along and Mel Welch scored two 

boundaries herself, but we lost more wickets 

than Essex so fell back behind the run rate.  

We then arrived at the last over with 22 to 

win.  It did not look good...   

 

Then, just to show the coach that you could 

leave it right to the end (what does he know 

anyway...) Mollie Tuff and Zoe Good took on 

the Essex bowling to take 18 from the first   

 

 

 

 

 

five balls of the final over (including a few 

wides) to leave Mollie on strike needing 4 off 

the last ball to win. 

   

What happened next was truly memorable 

as Mollie smashed the ball through mid-

wicket (and two fielders) and over the 

boundary to win on the last ball.  The pink 

hats went everywhere and a pitch invasion 

followed.  Not a team of champions – but a 

champion team!!  

 

We have been extremely fortunate in the 

2014 season to have enough girls to play in 

all of the matches and Lady Taverners 

tournaments, mainly softball cricket.  Two of 

the main influences have been Shona 

Keaney as our “senior” lady cricketer 

assisting the girls at Friday night training and 

the organisational skills of Adrian Tuff, who 

as Willows Manager has created the 

availability system, found and liaised with 

the opposition and arranged for us to go to 

St Albans where we were the representative 

Essex Club!! 

 

From a total of 8 girls registered last year, 

we currently have 22 playing, of which 14 

will be under 11 next season.  This is a 

healthy start to our new girls section, and we 

wish them every success for next season – 

come on the girls!! 

 

PS If any of you know of, or can spread the 

word to help recruit more would-be lady 

cricketers, (particularly under 13s) then get 

in touch as we will be running girls-only 

indoor training straight after Christmas.  

Contact Shep for more information on 07725 

200181. 

 

Andrew Shepherd 

It should be mentioned that Shona has been 

very much encouraged and backed up by her 

father Paul. 



 

 

Game of the year!! 

This game proved to be the best game the 2nd 

team have been involved in for quite a few 

years.  Having lost to Upminster the week 

before we had relinquished the league 

leadership and were 3 points behind 

Wanstead; so this was a must win game for 

both teams to put a gap between 1st and 2nd 

place. 

We won the toss and elected to bat in order to 

try and put some pressure on the Wanstead 

bowlers.  In the warm up before the game 

Angus Turner dislocated his finger so he was 

replaced by Tom Illife who came up to help for 

the day. This gave Aaron Beard the 

opportunity to open the batting with Jack 

Moss. They started positively and got 

Chelmsford to 40 without loss, Aaron had been 

playing as a batsman as he was unable to 

bowl because of a back injury. He was playing 

some lovely strokes until he was bowled for 

31. Gary Chidley joined Moss and both tried to 

push the score along and that cost Moss (20) 

his wicket. 

With the score at 80 for three, Rob Hayto 

arrived at the wicket and applied himself very 

well staying at the crease and taking pressure 

off the other batsmen. 

Chidley played well to 50 then hit one straight 

up which was caught. Lee Cranmer came in 

and hit the ball to all parts of the ground 

playing one of the best shots I saw all year; a 

flat 6 over extra cover.  Hayto battled hard for 

60 then Vithullan Sapaetharan worked hard 

with Cranmer to get the score past 200 and up 

to 225 all out. 

The batsmen had done their jobs it was now 

down to the bowlers to do their bit.  Craig 

Thompson opened the bowling and showed 

that he deserved the opportunity to be back in 

the side after several fine performances in the 

3rds (taking 18 wickets in 4 games).  

Wanstead opener Mahesh Velani started very 

brightly trying to hit every ball to or over the  

 

 

boundary but Thompson was bowling very well 

to slow him down. Chelmsford’s other bowlers 

were all spinners.  Hayto opened at the other 

end and bowled throughout the innings, even 

actually turning a few balls. Tom Halsey and 

Neal Abhyankar both picked up wickets and 

bowled well to keep the run rate down. 

Feroze Khushi was batting very well and 

putting some pressure back onto Chelmsford, 

his team mates let him down though as he 

could not build a partnership. 

The continual fall of wickets left the chase a bit 

short but seemed certain to mean a draw.  

With the table so tight, the pursuit of a single 

bonus point became important and Wanstead 

were nearing 200.  Khushi was also 

approaching a century and the pressure told 

when he fell LBW to Hayto for 98 in the last 

over of the game. This left three balls to get 

the final wicket. Hayto had bowled all 

afternoon and it had all come down to the last 

over, Wanstead were battling hard for the draw 

but the fifth ball of the final over was decisive, 

Hayto bowling their last man.  This caused 

mass celebration with Hayto running off to the 

other side of the pitch and his team mates 

chasing and jumping all over him. 

The win put Chelmsford 15 points ahead of 

Wanstead and it was an important factor in 

winning the league. A big thank you to 

everyone that played in the 2nd Xl this year, 

everyone performed to the best of their 

abilities and I look forward to doing it all again 

next year. 

Gary Chidley 

To put in my tuppence worth (for once) I was very 

impressed with the attitude, commitment and 

spirit in the games I played in the 2nds (at South 

Woodford and Colchester).  An early meet at 

which everyone turned up, a decent and organised 

warm-up and good support for each other. 

The performances were also very good with some 

excellent fielding and batting in particular. 
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Saturday 1sts 

 

Saturday 1sts 

P 18 W 9 D 3 L 6  Pts 234 (5th) 

Saturday 2nds 

P 18 W 12 D 2 L 2 A 2 Pts 295 (1st) 

Saturday 3rds 

P 18 W 13 D 1 L 2 A 2 Pts 303 (1st) 

Saturday 4ths 

P 18 W 6 D 2 L 6 A 4 Pts 220 (5th) 

Saturday 5ths 

P 18 W 7 D 3 L 6 A 2 Pts 218 (4th) 

Sunday 1sts 

P 8 W 6 L 1 A 1  Pts 116(2nd) 

1sts 

League Cup 

P 3 W 3 (lost on toss of coin) Q-Final 

League T20 Cup 

P 5 W 4 L 1 Last 16 

National Cup 

P 1 L1 Round 1 

Midweek 

Warsop T20 

P 5 W 5 Champions 

Under 16s Matchplay 

P 7 W 2 L 2 A 3 2nd Group  

 

 

 

    

15 hundreds were scored this year in 13 games, 

of which 11 were won and two were drawn, one 

of those severely rain-affected. 

Highest Score in defeat: 

Jack Sterland 91 – Saturday 1sts v Harold Wood  

Three trips to the Peter May Centre resulted in 

two defeats and a rain-off.  James and Micky 

Burns both scored half-centuries there in 

different games though and these were their 

only half-centuries. 

Record v Shenfield 

P 6 W 6 

Bradley and Harry Green generally only score 

runs when I am playing.  Both made two half 

centuries in games I played in (all in Bradley’s 

case; 2 of 3 in Harry’s).  Bradley also made his 

highest Saturday League scores in games I 

played in (and I only played for the 2nds once).  

Mind you, Harry scoring runs is a double-edged 

sword (what is a single edged sword?); his three 

fifties were in defeat. 

Most Ducks: 5  

Name withheld (no it’s not me)  

There were 6 fifties in T20 competition. 

2 – Miles Clark, Gary Chidley 

1 – Jack Sterland, Matt Thurston 

Highest Score: 

Miles Clark 69 – v Woodham Mortimer 

 

   

  



  

 

The usual third team mix of youth and 

experience proved the perfect breeding ground 

for a new captain with no previous experience.  

On a few occasions the only players over the 

age of 16 and younger than 40 were the two 

leaders, myself and Vice-Captain, Chris Drain. 

The season got off to a poor start away at 

Wanstead (my only real home game), with a 

few of the regulars missing, we were bowled 

out for 108 batting first with Martin Pether and 

Ken Jones being the only batsman to really 

apply themselves. Luckily however the rain 

came and we were able to escape unbeaten 

with 6 points. 

The team bounced back with a 200 run win 

over an extremely poor Ilford side, with David 

Thrift (120*) and Jack Moss (94) posting 236 

before the bowlers blew through the opposition 

leaving them 36 all out. This gave much 

needed confidence heading into a tricky game 

at Shenfield, where on a very wet day we 

secured victory on a ground at which I have 

had very few good memories. 5 wickets from 

Tom Arnold bowling with the short leg side 

boundary, and a superb knock from Paul 

Jones (73) in his only appearance allowed us 

to chase down 173 in between the showers. 

The following game was at home against a 

strong Upminster side, which proved to be the 

closest match of the season and a great test 

for the team. However after a good batting 

performance we posted a good score of 218, 

but even after bowling 51 overs back and Keith 

Goodman taking 5-46, we were unable to bowl 

them out and they finished 181-8.  

The team grew in confidence from these 

performances and went on a fabulous streak 

of winning 9 of the next 10 games with one 

abandoned. Most of these were fairly 

comfortable victories and included a 10 wicket 

win over Wanstead with another century from 

David Thrift, and a great bowling performance 

at Brentwood in which Sean Sullivan took 5-27 

to bowl them out for 101 after only posting 172 

thanks to lower order runs from Ken Jones and 

Tom Arnold. 

 

 

The most impressive performance came at 

home to the then league leaders Buckhurst 

Hill. Jack Moss (81), Rob Hayto (75) and 

Tommy Iliffe (51*) allowed us to post 279-4, 

before a superb effort from Craig Thompson 

(7-47) and a good fielding performance 

reduced Buckhurst Hill to 151 all out.  

With the team sitting 50 points clear, two 

weeks of poor availability - coined by DG as V-

day and V-day + 1 - affected the club badly. 

With both myself and my Vice called up to the 

2s, the thirds lost badly to Brentwood, whilst 

the following week Buckhurst Hill were able to 

get their revenge as a weakened side put in a 

poor performance in the return fixture. 

With the lead down to 21 points the title 

seemed less secure but the team bounced 

back when it mattered with a convincing win at 

Hainault which secured the title. The 

particularly pleasing aspect was good 

performances from two youngsters who had 

forced their way into the side, Harry Green (4-

40) and Connor Cheverall (50*).   

With the pressure off, the last game was a 

relaxed enjoyable affair with Chris Drain’s 

bowling proving not to be the world class seam 

that he claims it to be whilst his brother Steve 

showed him the way with 5-7. Good knocks 

from Paul Keaney (73) and David Thrift helped 

us to chase the target with ease and start a 

good evening of celebrations at Chelmer with 

both the 2nds and 3rds deservedly clinching 

respective league titles! 

On reflection I was impressed with the team 

spirit that the side showed throughout the 

season, and this was a key factor to our 

success. Whilst I am very grateful to all the 

experienced members of the side for their help 

on the field, in particular David Thrift, Paul 

Keaney and Keith Goodman, it was the ability 

of all of the players and their application on the 

field which was the key to the title win. 

The batting side was extremely strong with all 

the regulars in the side likely to star in most 

other sides in the league.  David Thrift and 
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Jack Moss proved to be an imperious 

partnership at the top of the innings, with 

David scoring 3 tons and averaging 62, whilst 

Jack averaged 51 and fully deserved his 

promotion. Sam Trowell was another deserved 

2nd team call up, scoring 249 runs unbeaten 

across 5 innings for the 3s and at 16 could 

soon be a first team regular, whilst Connor 

Cheverall (also 16) emerged impressively at 

the end of the season with two 50s in three 

games. Paul Keaney and Chris Drain were 

also ever present and chipped in with valuable 

runs when needed. 

As has happened since the dawn of time, the 

bowling was led by Keith Goodman taking 25 

wickets at 14, giving great control, whilst the 

main destroyer was Craig Thompson, who 

after a slow start ended the season with 22 

wickets at 14 including three 5 wicket hauls. 

The youngsters also performed well, as Harry 

Green (15) impressed with 11 wickets at 14 

after forcing his way into the side, Shona 

Keaney (16) had a great start to the season in 

her first season of men’s cricket, Sean Sullivan 

at 13 looked at home in the 3s, and golden 

arm Tom Arnold (15) who took 17 wickets (10 

against Shenfield) without bowling with the 

control he had last season. Mention must also 

go to Al Fergus who was consistent as always 

and Steve Drain who performed well towards 

the end of the season. 

Special thanks must go to Dave Goddard, who 

performs tirelessly to get teams out every 

week, and Chris Drain providing support and 

advice as my Vice. Both have helped greatly 

with selection and have answered calls day 

and night and dealt with my daily indecision.  

Lastly, I would argue that the 3rd team are held 

back by the standard of the 3s premier, shown 

by the fact that we have won the title 7 times in 

the last 8 seasons. With the number of good 

youngsters that have played for me this 

season, and the ease with which some games 

have been won, it can be difficult to give the 

youngsters the experience they need. 

Therefore I think the club should push for the 

3rds to be promoted for the good of the clubs 

future, whilst others may disagree. 

James Arnold 

 

 

 

Last year I highlighted some problems.  

How did we do this year? 

Didn’t we have a lovely time… 

when we went to Wanstead & 

Snaresbrook 

1st XI: Drew 

2nd XI: Abandoned 

3rd XI: Abandoned 

4th XI: Lost by 5 wickets 

5th XI: Not in same league 

Fairly inconclusive but 2nds and 3rds 

both won at home including an 

incredible 10-wicket win for the 3rds 

Must do better 

Results v Champions 

1st XI: Away L Home L 

2nd XI: N/A  

3rd XI: N/A 

4th XI: Home L Away L 

5th XI: Home L Away W 

Again fairly inconclusive but the 2nds 

beat every team in the league and 

the 3rds drew and were abandoned 

against their closest challengers. 

 



 

 

Well, it’s the end of another season and time 

to reflect on our various catering operations: 

Saturday teas for teams – these are 

catered for, no worries apart from the odd 

Saturday when our tea ladies are not 

available 

Sunday teas for teams – these are catered 

for by Berna (Cranmer) -thank you 

Friday night Colts – involves cooking 

burgers etc. to sell after training (no 

shopping involved, all food at club). We 

have been lucky this season as several new 

Colts parents have come forward to help but 

more volunteers are always appreciated. 

Saturday 1st X1 lunches. This only involves 

4 or 5 matches in the middle of the season. 

Lunch is served in the clubhouse for about 

30, main course and dessert. We do the 

cooking either at home or in the Clubhouse 

kitchen. Two volunteers are required and it 

has been the same 4/5 volunteers for about 

the past 10 years – although Sue Beard 

kindly joined the gang this year – thank you. 

Saturday evening catering – being able to 

serve some food on Saturday evenings is 

always welcome and keeps the players and 

supporters/club members in the clubhouse, 

which is naturally better for the bar takings! 

Basically 1 or 2 people prepare food at 

home or at the Club for about 40 people and 

sell it after the games have finished (all 

profits to the Club). 

There is no need to cook anything elaborate 

- you can do what you like – just cook up 

some pizzas in the oven or baked potatoes 

with a choice of toppings. 

 

 

 

This season was not good – we hardly had 

any volunteers apart from the usual 

suspects. 

We also provide food at most of the social 

events during the season – help is always 

gratefully received. 

So, what I am basically saying is that we 

need more volunteers to help with the 

various catering options. Shirley (Bailey), 

Gill (Hickman), Jane (Drain), and myself 

have been doing it for many many years 

(with Sue kindly joining us this season) 

but it would be great if we had a bigger 

team to choose from! 

Please look out for the catering dates etc. 

on the notice boards at the beginning of 

next season and SIGN UP! 

If you have any queries please don’t hesitate 

to contact me. 

Rosie Prowting 

CCC Committee member 

01245 490575/07779049898 

email:rosieprowt@aol.com 

 

Situation Vacant 

Fixture Secretary 

A fixture secretary will be 

needed for next year.  Most of 

the work is done in the off-

season.  If you want to do this, 

please contact Eddie 

Lawrence 
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I have no idea how the 5th team managed to 
field a full team for all but one of our fixtures. 
For that we are all grateful to DG for his 
dedication, hard work and sheer persistence! 
 
A mixture of young and old, Dads and lads 
turned out with varying degrees of success.  
An astonishing total of 38 players played in 
league fixtures. Yet we finished in 4th place 
with 218 points. There were some 
outstanding performances and some distinctly 
poor displays. I shall highlight the former and 
ignore the latter! 
 
We travelled to play Leigh on Sea 3rd team 
with a real mixed bag. I asked Ian Taylor ‘do 
you bat, bowl or field?’ ‘No’ was his reply – 
promising! An injured Phil Arnold could not 
bowl but boy, could he bat! 125 not out as we 
posted 251 for 4. Abe Kurian then looked ‘a 
proper off spinner’ taking 7 for 17 from 18.2 
overs. Adam Chantry will wish me to mention 
his 21 on Upminster’s shocking pitch at 
Campion school (100% of his partnership with 
Rupert Redman!) as we were bowled out for 
79. We had them 44 for 5 but could not finish 
the job. Enough said about that game…. 
 
Rupert fared better in our next game against 
Basildon, 45 out of a miserable 91 all out 
Ayres taking 8 for 22 with some ordinary off 
spin. DG plumped for experience to get us out 
of our batting rut, Peter Marshall scoring 54 
as we posted 209 in defeat against a strong 
Woodford Green 3rds. Things went from bad 
to worse at Hainault & Clayhall. Peter Stock 
was picked to open the batting but took the 
new ball instead. Jack Campion left the field 
after 7 overs, Peter was crocked after bowling 
12 overs and Adam Chantry injured his finger 
dropping a caught and bowled! In all 11 
catches were missed, Hainault provided two 
sub fielders, Barry Green bowled 22 overs on 
the spin and I was forced to bowl 2 overs as 
there was no one else! With only 9 batsmen 
we survived until the 17th over of the last hour 
but could not stave off defeat.  
 
 

 
 
Relegation was now a distinct possibility. 
Things changed for us when we put in a good 
batting performance at Buckhurst Hill. Tahir 
Khan came into the side giving some decent 
technique at the top of the order. Rupert 
again played well and I finally found some 
form with the bat.208 for 6 claimed full 
batting points. Tahir made an important 
breakthrough and Andy Shepherd grabbed 5 
wickets but Hill held out for a draw. We built 
on this the following week at home to Harold 
Wood. Rupert (77) got us off to a flyer and I 
matched the previous week’s score of 56 not 
out as we posted 239 for 6. Neil Raisborough 
returned from injury and bowled his first 9 
overs for 11 runs. The real stars though were 
youngsters Jack Campion and Harry Arnold. 
They were getting better by the week and 
took 2-15 and 4-19 before Rais claimed the 
final wicket in the last over. 
 
This result gave us real impetus. Harry bowled 
beautifully again at Basildon and Alex Bailey 
responded to my taunt of ‘show me your 
league wickets’ taking 3 for 25 in his only spell 
of the season! Jack chipped in with 2-9. 
Another youngster, Jay Smith came into the 
side making a favourable impression with 8 
decent overs and 21 as Burnsy saw off their 
left arm chinaman bowler and we chased 
down 118 having been 61 for 4.   
 
Leigh on Sea were awful, Harry proving too 
quick for them taking 5 -20 backed up by Tahir 
3-6 and Jay 2-24 as we bowled them out for 
102. Rupert made short work of the target.  
 
Benfleet were relegated having finished 
stranded at the bottom of the league. We 
suffered at their hands in both fixtures. At 
home ex Chelmsford colt and Benfleet 1st X1 
player Graeme Valentine smashed our 
youngsters all round Chelmer before 
monsoon conditions left him stranded on 96. 
We were even more unfortunate to play them 
when their 1st and 2nd X1s were due to play 
Pegasus & Corringham who dropped out of 
the league. Worse still, this was the only time 
we fielded 10 men!  

 

 

 

 

 

 



On their shocking pitch Harry Arnold, once 
again, performed miracles taking 5 for 13 
from 10 overs. If only I could have bowled him 
some more! Rais took 3 for 24 from 12 
consecutive overs but 1st team players 
Acraman and Fieldsted led a recovery from 
98-7 to 162 all out. Acraman then bowled 
throughout our innings taking 4-20 from 13 
overs as we collapsed to 70 all out. I was run 
out backing up for 30 to a stunning straight 
drive by Ian Taylor! 
 
Our last four games pitched us against Harold 
Wood, Buckhurst Hill, Hainault & Clayhall and 
Woodford Green. Relegation was still a 
possibility despite our improved form. Three 
outrageous ‘not outs’ to plumb LBW appeals 
early on against Harold Wood set 
temperatures rising and laid a platform for a 
big score. Alan Beard was ‘pulled out of the 
hat’ by DG and proceeded to bowl 7 overs 2 
maidens 3 for 10 in his only game of the 
season. Shep backed him up with 3 for 26. 
Peter Marshall (24) returned at the top of the 
order and Ian Turner (28*) added important 
late runs to a century by the captain and a win 
released some of our relegation fears. 
Another century the following week by the 
skipper aided by Nigel Bond’s 55 in his only 
game of the season set Buckhurst Hill a stiff 
target of 257 and they batted out a draw. 
 
We finished the season against promoted 
sides Hainault & Clayhall and Woodford 
Green. We get on well with both teams and 
the games were played hard but fair. These 
were the two most rewarding games of the 
season. Our young bowlers, Harry, Jack, Rory 
Skepelhorn, Jay and James Burns all bowled 
impressively and reduced Hainault to 53 for 5. 
Their skipper Matt Wilkes played 
exceptionally scoring 82 not out as they 
recovered to 180 for 7 from 52 overs. We 
were 69 for 5 when Jay Smith joined Harry 
Arnold. Harry’s first six scoring strokes were a 
6 and five 4’s before he was ‘adjudged’ caught 
off his boot! Jay survived a stumping when 
stranded yards down the pitch and a dropped 
catch at square leg but then blossomed 
playing some delightful strokes as he and Alex 

(13) added 64. He saw us home by two 
wickets in front of a large crowd. 
 
That performance was surpassed in the final 
game. Woodford Green 3rds have two stars, 
Bhatt and Trevedi who are far too good for 
this standard. On a difficult pitch they reduced 
us to 67 for 8 with only the captain making 
double figures. I moved my youngsters to the 
bottom of the order to save them facing the 
pace bowlers. Jack Campion showed the folly 
of that decision taking the attack to the 
bowlers and flaying them to all parts. Trevedi 
was brought back into the attack but to no 
avail. Jack scored a brilliant 57 aided by Rory 
(13) and 3 not out from Callum Rudd. The 
same three youngsters all bowled well at the 
start of the innings but DG had pulled another 
rabbit out of the hat with the selection of our 
Chairman! Eddie rolled back the years bowling 
13.4 overs unchanged to take 7 for 23. Alex 
took two early grabs to start Woodford’s 
downfall but his efforts paled in comparison 
to Jordan’s magnificent catch on the mid-
wicket to remove danger man Bhatt which 
was matched by my catch diving forward at 
mid-off! A thoroughly enjoyable day rounded 
off our season.  
 
There is a big winter ahead for our 
youngsters. Most of them are capable of 
making the step up to the 4th team next 
season. Harry and Jack have developed into a 
very useful pair of opening bowlers. Rory 
bowled sharp and straight when he got it right 
whilst Callum added some pace to his good 
line and length. Tahir could develop into a 
good all-rounder as could Jay, he needs to 
work with Gooders in the nets and learn to 
turn his left arm spin more. ‘The maestro’ will 
love working with an enthusiastic left armer! 
Remember, with cricket you only get out what 
you put in! 
 
I wish to thank all those that work so hard to 
make Chelmsford an exceptional club. 
Particular thanks to the ladies that provide 
the evening meals which are so gratefully 
received by all. 
 
Barry Clayden 
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We started out with a big away day at Rayleigh 

who we had met in the previous year’s final! 

We managed to come out the game with a win 

but it was not easy! We batted first but the top 

order struggled on a very green, wet deck. 

Miles Clark looked a class above anyone else 

and batted through and with some big hitting 

by Tom Arnold got us a respectable but below 

par total. The game always looked like it was 

going down to the wire throughout the chase. 

With some great efforts from Al Fergus and 

Harry Green with the ball and some brilliance 

in the field by Craig Thompson with two superb 

catches it all went down to the last over.  Liam 

Keaney bowled it and executed his skills very 

well to lead us to a 1 run victory! 

After a win against Rayleigh, we then headed 

off to Mountnessing for the next big game. We 

again won the toss and elected to have a bat.  

The game was due to start at 6.30 but kicked 

off at 6.20, unfortunately Mark Drain was 

cleaned up early leading him to observe `I was 

out before the game actually started.` It turned 

into a convincing win but great credit to 

Mountnessing who made us feel welcome and 

put up a good fight. 

We had arranged to play Rankins on a big 

Friday night at Chelmer.  Unfortunately they 

didn't fancy playing against the big guns and 

forfeited the game, so we were 3 wins from 3 

games going into the last group game! 

In that last group game we hosted Bentley. A 

big crowd emerged on a Friday evening and 

saw Bentley struggle to a below par score. The 

response didn't start well going 2 down early! 

But Matt Thurston and Liam Keaney played 

well and guided us home. 

We had won all 4 games in the group to 

progress into finals day, which for the first time 

was being held at Chelmer Park. The original 

date proved to be a wash-out and so the Final 

was pushed back to 14 September. 

The semi-finals were us against Woodham 

Mortimer and Rayleigh against Terling. We 

proved to be far too strong for Woodham,  

 

 

racking up well over 200 in our 20 overs with 

Gary Chidley and Miles Clark scoring 50s at 

the top of the order and others chipping in all 

the way down! The visitors tried bravely but 

our class was too great with the ball and we 

cruised to victory and onto the final! 

Could we make it four in a row? In front of a 

big crowd on a sunny afternoon Rayleigh 

decided to bat. The innings was slow 

throughout, the run rate held down due to 

some quality bowling from Mark Drain, Tom 

Halsey, Rob Hayto, James Clifford and Nick 

Bailey.  This was backed up by an odd innings 

from the Rayleigh opener, carrying his bat for 

40-odd. The quality in the field was also very 

high, the stand-out being Jack Moss who took 

a stunning catch on the boundary which sent 

the fans into raptures.  

Chidley and Clark opened up against ex- 

Essex player Joe Grant, who had been roped 

in for day but it was a bit of a non-contest.  

Chidley was in good form making a match-

winning unbeaten half century and also 

earning him the player of the tournament 

award. Chelmsford cruised to victory, and we 

had successfully retained the title in front of a 

loyal home crowd.  

I think a bigger achievement was proudly 

pointed out by Al Fergus when saying a few 

words to the lads after the game, he pointed 

out that all 11 players who played in finals day 

were products of the Club’s youth system, nine 

of them having been part of one of Al’s teams. 

This shows the principles of the Club (and how 

talented those nine must be).   

Finally, I would like to thank the lovely ladies 

we have to score for us, and also anyone who 

volunteers to umpire; it is greatly appreciated. 

Also anyone else that has helped over the 

season, from running the bar to putting flags 

out, I thank you all! Let's hope we can continue 

the success into next year and retain the 

trophy for another year!  

Lee Cranmer 



 

2013 saw our must successful T20  

Well, here we are again – the cricket 

season has finished and the rain and cold 

has returned.  Senior members have been 

told to move their kit bags into the loft and 

the weekends become a time to 

contemplate all those jobs around the 

house – with some armchair sport thrown 

in to keep you in peak fitness.  Such is the 

cycle of a senior member’s sporting life... 

For the Colts however, playing cricket is 

an all year round opportunity, facilitated by 

our band of dedicated coaches and 

volunteers at Chelmsford Cricket Club.  

No sooner has Presentation Night been 

held, than the talk is of Sunday night 

winter training at the Essex Indoor School 

which started in early October and runs 

through until Christmas.  We would always 

welcome help from members if you want 

to come over for a couple of hours on a 

Sunday night to assist with developing our 

club players of the future. 

At this time of year, Essex County Cricket 

Club also look at the pool of talented junior 

cricketers.  There are trials happening 

during the Autumn for all age groups and 

this is cricket at the highest standard from 

ages 8 to 16.  Chelmsford already has a 

reputation for producing high quality young 

cricketers with Aaron Beard, James and 

Ben Clifford for the boys and Shona 

Keaney for the ladies as our latest group 

of juniors currently playing for Essex.  

Good luck to all the players who have 

been put forward for trials this year.   

We have already had unprecedented 

success at the initial Essex trials with our 

girls team (The Willows).  Of our 15 girl 

squad, Essex invited them all to the trials 

(well – we did beat their Essex 

development team after all!!) and have 

selected 10 girls at Under 11 and 1 girl at  

 

 

Under 13; which is a 73.33% strike rate for 

those of you who like stats..!!  This is 

fantastic news for the Club and we look 

forward to seeing the girls do well in their 

newly chosen sport. 

Chelmsford are also running Under 11 and 

Under 13 teams this year in the six-a-side 

Essex Indoor Cricket league.  This is an 8 

team competition playing other Clubs in 10 

over indoor cricket which tests the tactical 

game as much as their ability to play.  In 

indoor cricket, the side walls only count as 

1 run, so smashing the ball to square leg 

and cutting through the covers only gets 

you 1 run..!!  (Not much good when you’re 

chasing 8 an over).  The players soon 

learn that drive / lofted drive shots are far 

more rewarding and score 4 / 6 runs.  

Also, one day rules apply with leg side 

bowling and wides count as two runs, so 

bowling consistently on an off stump line 

and straight is essential in this quickfire, 

exciting game.   

With the first matches played, lessons are 

being learned already – and this can only 

be good for our Under 11 and Under 13 

team game development.  Good luck to all 

those who are playing indoor league 

cricket this winter. 

If you want to know more about how you 

can help with training over the Winter and 

coming Spring, as a welcome break from 

all those jobs around the house, then 

contact Eddie, Alistair, Bob or Shep for 

further details. 

Andrew Shepherd 
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Achieving 4th place in its first season in the 4th XI 

Premier Division was a magnificent effort by the 

5th XI. The division comprised four 3rd XI sides, 

four 4th XI teams, and two 5th XIs, so it’s a 

testament to the strength of the club that the 

side performed so well. No small part in this 

campaign was played by Barry Clayden who 

worked hard with the (40) players, kept up the 

encouragement, and produced results. It was 

definitely a season of two halves culminating in 

a terrific final two weeks that saw victories over 

the runners-up (Hainault & Clayhall 4ths) and 

the champions (Woodford Green 3rds). 

There were doubts expressed about last year’s 

promotion being a good outcome, and worries 

that it might be a step too far. It certainly looked 

that way through the first half of the season, 

with only 57 points from the first 8 games. 

Encouragement had come as early as the second 

week, with the thrashing of Leigh on Sea 3rds 

(Phil Arnold 125no, Abraham Kurian 7-17) and 

25 points in the bag. Apart from that there 

wasn’t too much to celebrate, though the side 

competed well against Woodford Green, 

declaring at 209-6 (Peter Marshall 54) and 

taking the game to the 50th over before losing 

by 4 wickets (Barry Green 3-53). Upminster 5ths 

also had to work hard when chasing only 80 to 

win (James Burns 2-23 & Adam Chantry 2-26). 

Poor player availability inevitably weakened the 

5ths, and the idea of a balanced side was 

replaced by the more basic priority of raising a 

side. On a number of occasions Barry would be 

studying the weather forecast and wondering if 

there was a realistic chance of 6 points from a 

cancellation. The players just had to get on with 

it, and found themselves at the top of the order 

when they thought they were bowlers or taking 

the new ball before having a chance to mention 

the chronic knee or shoulder. In the week 7 visit 

to Hainault & Clayhall, Barry Green (3-69) got 

through 22 overs and Peter Stock (1-40) took  

 

 

the new ball for a 12 over spell. The upshot of 

this was Barry needing 3 weeks to recover, and 

Peter’s season ending due to a knee injury.  

On a positive note, both Rory Skepelhorn and 

Jack Campion were putting in good bowling 

spells. Jamie Matthews (3-42), Simon Trowell (3-

34) and Micky Burns (65) had all done well in the 

heavy defeat at Chingford 4ths. Adam Chantry 

had started the season well with 3-50 in the 

opening home game (rain abandoned) with 

Chingford, and Rupert Redman (45) had batted 

defiantly in the loss to Basildon. 

The week 9 visit to Buckhurst Hill 4ths marked 

the turning point. The top order all contributed 

(BC 56no, Tahir Khan 56) to a score of 208-6.In a 

really good game, Buckhurst Hill were then held 

to 196-8 with Andrew Shepherd taking 5-74 and 

Tahir 2-19. With Abraham finished for the 

season, and Adam Chantry about to do likewise, 

Shep now assumed the role of senior spinner. 

The following week saw a last over win against 

Harold Wood 4ths. Another good batting 

performance (Rupert Redman 77, BC 56no) was 

declared at 239-8, with Harold Wood (132-10) 

succumbing in the 50th and final over. Harry 

Arnold (4-19) and Jack Campion (2-15) took the 

headlines and Neil Raisborough grabbed the 

crucial last wicket. 

Two weeks on, Basildon 3rds were beaten by 6 

wickets. Harry Arnold (3-18) and Jack Campion 

(2-15) continued their good form, and Alex 

Bailey weighed in with 3-26. Jay Smith made a 

decent debut, scoring 21, following a 1-17 

bowling effort. BC (33no) and Micky Burns (22 

no) then safely saw the side to the target of 118. 

Week 13 witnessed a second thrashing of Leigh 

on Sea who were bowled out for 102. There was 

no stopping Harry Arnold (5-20) and Tahir (3-6). 

Jay Smith (2-24) took the other wickets, and 



Rory Skepelhorn held 3 catches. An 8 wicket 

victory ensued with Rupert (52no) dominating. 

Horrendous availability meant only 10 players 

travelled to the following week’s game at 

Benfleet. To compound this, Benfleet 1sts and 

2nds were without games, considerably 

strengthening their side. A very good bowling 

performance (Harry Arnold 5-13, Neil 

Raisborough 3-24, Barry Green 2-40) had 

Benfleet 162 all out.  In reply Chelmsford were 

routed for a mere 70 runs. Thankfully Barry 

Clayden made 30, to avoid a total humiliation. 

Game 15 was at Harold Wood who set a target 

of 179 after declaring 9 down. Alan Beard, 

responding to a selection SOS, produced a fine 

spell of bowling to take 3-10, and Shep was also 

influential with 3-26. An excellent, undefeated 

101 from Barry was the cornerstone of the 

innings – even better following 52 overs behind 

the stumps. Ian Turner (28no) ensured the total 

was reached as the final overs approached. 

Four wins from six games meant relegation fears 

could be put to one side. A high scoring draw 

followed at home to Buckhurst Hill where Barry 

(125), Nigel Bond (55), and Jordan Campion (28) 

took the innings up to 256-6. Jack Campion with 

4-42 confirmed his promise, with 3 victims clean 

bowled and the other a return catch. At the 

close Buckhurst Hill were 234-6. 

The penultimate game saw an exciting 2 wicket 

win over Hainault and Clayhall. Good bowling 

restricted H&C to 180-7, with Harry Arnold (2-

32) and Rory Skepelhorn (2-43) being well 

supported by Jack Campion (1-35) and Jay Smith 

(1-22). Apart from Micky Burns (23), the top 

order failed and the innings had to be rescued 

by the middle order with Jay Smith excelling 

with an unbeaten 69. BC (21), Harry Arnold (28), 

and Alex Bailey (13) all got crucial runs. 

The final game was a remarkable victory over 

Woodford Green. Chelmsford were in dire 

straits at 60-7 though Jack Campion (coming in 

at no.9) didn’t let the crisis get to him. Up 

against good bowling, partnerships of 25 with 

Rory Skepelhorn (11) and then 37 for the final 

wicket with Callum Rudd (3no) boosted the 

score to 131, Jack ended with a superb 57. No 

doubt Woodford Green would have been 

satisfied with the target, though the sight of 

Barry Clayden in deep conversation with Eddie 

Lawrence would have had alarm bells ringing for 

any knowledgeable home supporters. Eddie 

showed that he can still put on a performance 

with superb figures of 7-23 as Woodford Green 

were dismissed for 115. Good support also came 

from Rory (1-30), Jack (1-17), and Shep (1-28). 

So, it really was a contrasting season. 68 points 

in the first half, followed by 150 in the second, 

making them the form side of the division, 

despite the strange circumstances when visiting 

Benfleet 3rds (who were last with 108 points). 

Getting the 5th XI out each week was quite a 

challenge, and I’m absolutely delighted with the 

progress through the season and the final 

position. The younger players have had 

exposure to fairly pressurised league cricket and 

have come through really well, under very 

experienced leadership plus support from the 

older players. This will have been a beneficial 

season for these players. 

The final statistics show Barry’s vital 

contribution with the bat (535 runs @59.44), 

and Harry Arnold’s bowling success (20 wickets 

@ 9.40). However, everybody played their part 

at some point. I know that Barry was really 

impressed with the improved fielding over the 

season, and in close games good fielding is as 

crucial as the runs put on the board. 

On a final note, using 40 players shows the 

volatility of availability and selection. Thanks are 

due to those who turn out week in, week out. Of 

the younger players Jack Campion played 16 of 

the 17 games, and older brother Jordan was 

there for 15 of the fixtures. Rory Skepelhorn, 

Callum Rudd, and Harry Arnold were also 

regularly available and played their games 

across more than one side.  

David Goddard 
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Friendly cricket for the Sunday 2nds in 2014 

was a great success. A core of regularly 

available players made raising a side relatively 

straightforward and we avoided the 

humiliation of having to cancel games through 

lack of players. The selection emphasis was on 

youth and at times we were underpowered, 

though we always competed and useful 

experience will have been gathered. With 

Saturday 6th team games being difficult to 

arrange, the Sunday 2nd XI is a vital outlet for 

getting our youngsters a graduated exposure 

to adult cricket. 

For the record 14 games were played, 

resulting in 7 victories, 5 defeats, 1 tie, and a 

rain abandonment. The Robinson Lakeside 

game in April was cancelled due to rain, and 

we were let down by both Great Baddow and 

Stock on successive Sundays in August. We 

had teams in place for these three games, so 

optimally the side would have got through an 

impressive 17 fixtures. This is a terrific 

improvement on previous seasons. 

A number of games are worth recalling. Away 

at Kelvedon in April we came up short by five 

runs when chasing 212 to win. Jordan 

Campion nearly got us home with an 

unbeaten 81, following an anchor innings of 

44 from Harry Green. The following week a 

very impressive effort gained a 5 wicket 

victory over Colchester Cavaliers from Division 

1 of the North Essex League. Matt Davis (72) 

and Liam Keaney (57) laid the foundations for 

this success as we chased the 222 target. On 

the last Sunday in July an exciting game at 

Little Baddow ended in a tie with the scores 

level at 210. Darren Thompson (93no) and 

Matt Davis (42) dominated the Chelmsford 

batting, though Little Baddow paced their 

reply almost to perfection. Though the final  

 

 

ball went to the boundary, it had thankfully 

taken a few bounces before crossing the line.  

The penultimate game of the season saw an 

unlikely 8 run victory over East Hanningfield 

who fell apart from a dominant position of 

115-2 to be bowled out for 154. Luke Smith 

(39) and Callum Rudd with 3 wickets made 

telling contributions to the win. Probably the 

best victory was that on President’s Day with 

a last over, 3 wicket win over Sheering CC. Set 

a target of 237 to win, David Thrift (43) had 

set the early momentum which was then 

continued by Darren Thompson (28) and 

Bradley Green with an excellent innings of 60. 

The pressure was then on Craig Thompson to 

find 23 runs from the last two overs and, 

assisted by Priyantha Siriwardana’s very fine 

glance to the boundary, he got the job done 

with one ball remaining. 

On the downside, we had a very fractious 

affair at Broxbourne on July 6th. Batting first, 

Broxbourne took us apart in the second half 

of their innings to end on 265-6 from 40 

overs. For no reason of our making, 

Broxbourne were very pumped when bowling 

and it was an unpleasant session getting 

through our innings. In an act of defiance, Rob 

Hayto batted through 16 overs with a game 

plan built around impregnable defensive shots 

interwoven with exaggerated leaves. His 

ambition to be unbeaten and scoreless at the 

close eventually cracked after playing out 26 

dot balls! Two scoring shots left Rob 

undefeated on 10, and we finished on 120-9, 

though Jay Smith (20) had done really well 

when opening the batting against a fairly 

hostile pair of opening bowlers. 

In the home game with Forest Gate, Rory 

Skepelhorn (4 wickets) had destroyed their 

top order with excellent left arm in-swing 



bowling and they were reeling at around 35-6, 

with the clock registering only 2:30. Skipper 

Sharif was then bowled top-of off stump by a 

fine delivery from Callum Rudd. Sensing that a 

desperate scoreboard required an 

extraordinary response, Sharif quickly 

replaced the bails and sympathised with Harry 

Green over his failed stumping! In the ensuing 

debate Sharif was an effective advocate and 

both umpires, with testimony from the non-

striker, determined that the ball had 

rebounded off the keeper. This was all very 

unfair on Callum, though Craig very sensibly 

calculated that it wouldn’t be a bad thing if 

Forest Gate had the chance to make some 

sort of total, which eventually settled at 110 

all out (Sharif 48no). We wobbled badly in 

reply, but Liam Keaney (62no) got his head 

down and gave us a 5 wicket victory. 

Sunday 2nds cricket has given a lot of pleasure 

and satisfaction this year, and a number of 

younger players have turned out regularly and 

progressed by doing so. Rory Skepelhorn, 

Callum Rudd, Luke Smith, Matt Cook, Matt 

Cole and Jay Smith have all put in good 

bowling performances. Behind the stumps, 

Harry Green and Ed Cole have shared the 

keeping duties very effectively. With the bat, 

Harry Green often took responsibility at the 

top of the order and overall has done very 

well, with half centuries at Havering Atte 

Bower and Aythorpe Roding. Jay Smith has 

shown plenty of batting potential, particularly 

at Broxbourne and also with his 68no in the 

home game with Maylands Green. Younger 

brother Luke has impressed with his strong 

technique and temperament, and can point to 

good scores against Havering, Mayland’s 

Green, and East Hanningfield. Tom Arnold 

played occasionally, and weighed in with 73no 

in the August win over Writtle. 

Of the older youngsters, both Liam Keaney 

and Matt Davis were very reliable performers. 

They’ve each had excellent summers on both 

days of the weekend, and Matt crowned his 

season with a maiden century (112) in the 

final Sunday game against OC’s. 

Of course it wasn’t all about the youngsters, 

and recognition is due to Craig Thompson, 

David Thrift, David Goddard, Priyantha 

Siriwardana, and Nigel Smith in turning out for 

a good number of the games. Occasional 

appearances were also made by Alistair 

Fergus, Darren Thompson, Lee Cranmer, 

Abdul Moeed, Ben Daniels, Vit Sapaetharan, 

Bradley Green, Andy Rycroft, Alex Bailey, 

Jordan Campion, Tom Blaker, Abhi Kumar, 

Tom Arnold, Sam Taylor, Sean Sullivan, Rob 

Hayto, Neil Raisborough, Dick Davies, Tom 

Halsey, and Micky & James Burns. 

Craig Thompson has done a really good job as 

captain. His cheerful approach has made it 

enjoyable, and Craig made sure that everyone 

had the opportunity to get into the game. As 

mentioned already, sometimes we were 

underpowered and the youngsters were in at 

the deep end, but that won’t have been a 

wasted experience and the players were 

always ready to come back the following 

Sunday. It’s been a good season, and we need 

to maintain this activity into the seasons 

ahead. 

No review is complete without recognising 

the terrific support we’ve had in getting these 

games played, and so our sincere thanks are 

extended to Martin, Shane and Alan for the 

pitches, Berna for the teas, Julie and Brian for 

the bar, and Maureen for scoring most of our 

games. 

David Goddard 
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The last two years have seen the Club’s 

strategy of focussing on the under 11 age 

group, the grass roots approach, beginning to 

show signs of success. Attendance at the 

indoor winter coaching and outdoor summer 

coaching has proved to be very popular, with 

an increase in colt numbers each year. 

The introduction of ‘outreach coaching’ at 

local primary schools has been a very 

successful ploy with Keith, Eddie, DG and Shep 

assisting. These sessions took place pre-

season and the number of new recruits from 

these schools was significant. The Friday 

evening cricket proved contagious as the 

word spread among friends about the 

availability of good quality cricket coaching, 

with ‘bar’ refreshments and a convivial 

atmosphere for watching parents.   

The successful recruitment meant a lot of 

hard work for our ladies administration team 

as there was always a task to be tackled 

whether dealing with new members, burger 

refreshments or just locating their glass of 

Pimms or rose wine! The work that Shirley 

(Bailey), Rosie (Prowting), Jane (Drain), 

Bernice (Clark) and Gill (Hickman) do is 

immense and this allows the coaches to 

concentrate on their job. 

The Friday night coaching was primarily split 

into Shep’s ‘soft ball’ coaching team and the 

hard ball coaching and match practice of the 

older set, under the watchful eyes of Alistair 

and Peter and assistants. The major objective 

was to build up the confidence of the soft ball 

group and to encourage them to join the 

‘hard ball’ group when they were ready.  The 

number of eligible players ready for the hard 

ball league matches increased accordingly. 

 

 

 

We played a total number of 6 under 11 age 

group league and cup fixtures.  All of these 

fixtures were lost against sides that were too 

strong and powerful. Our teams were a 

mismatch in age and strength, though not in 

ability. We were still able to give 22 young 

cricketers match play experience, many on 

their debut. The attitude of the players was 

always upbeat and they looked to be enjoying 

their involvement in the matches. Hopefully 

this will stand them in good stead for next 

season when most of them will still be 

available to play at this level. 

Bob Shortman 

 

 

The under-16s had a short season with only 

four games played and three abandoned. 

The first group was negotiated easily with 

comfortable wins over Hornchurch and 

Bentley.  Sam Trowell and Ben Clifford made 

centuries and James Burns two half-centuries.  

An intriguing game against a Galleywood side 

who had bowled and fielded well was ended 

by rain. 

They were handed a tough draw in the second 

group phase and started with defeat to 

Loughton despite an excellent Sam Trowell 

innings.  A rain-off against Hutton then ended 

any slight hopes of qualification for the semi-

finals.  The season ended with a good 

performance in the field at Orsett but 

unfortunately this followed on from being 

dismissed for a low score. 

 

 



 

 

In terms of results, this has been a fine year 

for the club. 

Premiership titles for both the 2nd and 3rd XIs 

were great achievements, and very welcome 

after last season’s frustrations when similarly 

strong sides failed to fulfil their potential. Nick 

Bailey and Gary Chidley with the 2nds, and 

James Arnold with the 3rds fully deserve the 

plaudits for their hard work and leadership. 

The 5th XI must also be highlighted for taking 

4th place in their first season in the 4th XI 

Premier Division. They have now completed 

six seasons in the Essex League, and have 

come a long way from Division 3 East. Given 

all the challenges of availability, and 

constantly changing sides, this was an 

impressive effort and especially in the latter 

half of the season. 

The 4th XI did well in comfortably taking 5th 

place in the 3rd XI Division 1. As with the 5ths, 

finding a settled side was nigh on impossible 

and the side came through well, and can now 

point to five good seasons in this division. 

The 1st XI retained 5th place in the 

Premiership, but this will go down as a 

disappointing season. At the season’s outset a 

strong looking squad gave grounds for 

optimism, and this was evidenced by a strong 

start in the limited overs games. However, 

player availability fell away badly for reasons 

of injuries, club departures, football 

commitments, “V”, representative selections, 

holidays, and other. There were too many 

weeks when we were not putting out the 

strongest side and it showed in the 

performances. With only one win from the six 

games played against the top 3 sides, the 5th 

place position looks about right. 

 

 

For the 6th XI it was a very inactive season 

with only six of the twelve fixtures being 

played, resulting in three wins and three 

defeats. Club player availability hit hard 

against the 6ths, and the side was invariably 

light on adult players. In these circumstances 

they still put on good performances, and Colin 

Miller must be thanked for his perseverance. 

Unfortunately we had many Saturdays where 

we couldn’t provide adult games for our 

younger players (u12s & u13s), which was a 

brake on their development. Fortunately, 

there were a good number of Sunday 2nd XI 

games to take up the slack. 

Sunday cricket was well supported this year. 

The 1st XI finished as runners-up, and four 

points adrift of Harold Wood in the Essex 

Sunday League Premiership. Both sides 

recorded six wins, one defeat, and one 

abandonment though, crucially, Harold Wood 

had collected six bonus points in their defeat 

at Chelmsford whereas we could only manage 

two points when losing to Waltham. Rob 

Hayto is stepping down as captain, and 

deserves our thanks for his hard work and the 

success achieved in his time in charge. 

As well as the Sunday league, we also played 

fourteen 2nd XI friendly games. A core of 

players was regularly available, and raising 

sides was relatively straightforward. But for a 

rain-off, and opposition cry-offs we would 

have played seventeen games, an 

encouraging improvement on recent seasons. 

It has enabled us to provide plenty of adult 

games for younger players, and all of the colts 

have improved their game over the season. 

Success was also forthcoming in the popular 

Warsop T20 competition, where the trophy 

was retained in the Finals Day held at Chelmer 

Park on 14th September. Congratulations to 
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Lee Cranmer for captaining the side this year, 

and delivering a winning outcome. 

Taking stock of the club’s position, it’s fair to 

say we’re doing very well. We have excellent 

facilities, and especially that rare asset of 

three pitches at one location. All our league 

sides are playing in the divisions we would 

want them to be in and we’ve seen a 

turnaround in Sunday activity. Admittedly colt 

numbers are not great in the range of u14s to 

u16s, but we have strong participation at u13s 

and below and we must hold onto this. It’s 

important that adult members, senior colts, 

and parents support the colts’ section through 

involvement in coaching, and taking on 

responsibility for running sides. 

Our biggest threat is the continuing decline in 

active players. What’s very noticeable is that 

members are playing fewer games, implying 

that cricket is just one activity amongst a 

number of alternatives. It’s a problem for all 

clubs, and cricket leagues across the country 

are consulting their members about steps that 

can be taken to make the game more 

attractive, and stop players slipping away. This 

situation underscores the importance of 

having a well organised colts section. 

It’s interesting to study our player activity this 

season. The play-cricket records show that 

108 players took part, though it’s probably 

more like 115 as the Saturday 6th XI records 

are not all recorded. I work from a players’ list 

of around 125 names, and would think that 10 

of that list have failed to play any games. 

Admittedly these figures are incomplete for 

unrecorded 6th XI and Sunday 2nd XI games, 

but we do have a large number of members 

and associates that play very few games: 

Played only 6 games: 5  

Played only 5 games: 4 

Played only 4 games: 7 

Played only 3 games: 3 

Played only 2 games: 5 

Played only 1 game: 16 

Easier said than done, but we badly need 

members to play more games. Saturday 6th XI 

cricket is in the balance, and if that goes then 

it becomes difficult to sustain the 5th XI. We 

must recognise that it’s a feeding system, and 

down the years these lower sides have played 

their part in developing most of our senior 

players. This may seem rather pessimistic, but 

we must be aware of the threat. 

David Goddard 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AGM 

Tuesday 18 November 

Please let someone on 

the Committee know if 

you want to hold an 

office 



 

 

Sometimes in life things go to plan, this 

season didn’t go to plan. 

In April we would have said that we had an 

incredible depth in bowling and some good 

form with the bat would enable a serious 

challenge for the title. Sat here in October 

looking back, we managed a credible but 

disappointing 5th place in a season of more 

lows than highs. Reflecting on a 

disappointing season I’ve taken the time to 

consider the things that didn’t go to plan. 

I did not anticipate the fluctuating 

availability - be it through injury or non-

availability we played with an ever changing 

side. With a perspective of hindsight and out 

of the frustration of weekly selection 

dilemmas, what the mixed availability did 

show was the strength we have in the club 

for people to step up into the first team and 

I’d like to thank all of those who did through 

this season as well as those who had good 

availability. So a frustration during the 

season and a positive in hindsight but 

looking forward would we say this is good 

enough? Not if we have ambitions to win the 

league, but if we want to just remain in the 

Premier League it probably is. 

I did not see us managing to lose by a 

massive 185 runs in an afternoon – it’s 

actually quite hard to do. The game at 

Chingford this year was a real low, dropping 

the catches that we did and then being 

blown away by an OK bowling attack was 

one of my lowest points in club cricket. I 

hope all of those who were involved in that 

game have the same ambitions never to let 

that happen again. 

I did not see us having three different 

scorers through the season. The game away 

at Upminster was a terrible day, seeing Tony 

go through what he did was a very sad 

moment for all who were at the ground that 

day. From a personal point of view I would 

like to send my best wishes to Tony for a  

 

 

continued recovery and also to thank him for 

his support over the last three years - it was 

only later on in the season when I was faced 

with the question of “how on earth do I 

arrange the next round of the cup?!”. Faced 

with Tony’s absence I was lucky to have the 

support of John and Bernice who stepped in 

and did a fantastic job – for that I am very 

grateful, thank you. 

I did not see us having the best lunches in 

the league…oh wait, I did, they are amazing. 

Thank you to the ladies again this year for 

title winning lunches. 

I did not see this being my last year of 

captaincy for the first team. I have loved and 

hated the last three years but due to work 

commitments need to hand over the reins. I 

loved the times we came together as a team 

and destroyed oppositions – I particularly 

look back fondly on the 2012 time games 

where we bowled so many teams out to take 

25 points. I hated the times we let ourselves 

down and performed below our ability – I 

look back less fondly on the times we gave 

our wickets away or gave up in the field. 

In my first season as captain I said the 

following in my opening email to the squad: 

“I heard someone once say that “it looks good 

to be in the navy, but it is way more fun to be 

in the pirates”…we possess the fire power of a 

navy, if we can scrap like the pirates we stand 

a chance of challenging for the title” 

In 2012 we came close, missing out by a 

point, a season where we scrapped like 

pirates for all but a couple of games. What 

we have learnt over the past three years is 

that the league is very tough, and one game 

can be the difference between achieving our 

goal and not. So as I fall back into the ranks 

to man the cannons (that’s a reference there 

to my fire power and six hitting ability), and 

I look forward to helping us win the title 

next year – providing the pirates turn up 

and not the complacent navy.     CP 
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As I write, I am on a plane back from 

Dublin having been fortunate to have 

attended a charity convention called One 

Young World (for those not familiar, 

Google it, they’re doing some good work).  

In the convention I heard stories from 

people who have suffered living in conflict 

areas, discrimination due to disability, 

domestic violence, exclusion from 

education, the effects of global warming 

on their homes.  

I am by no means a preacher, but being 

lucky enough to see how these people in 

tough circumstances have a bigger impact 

on the world than yourself makes you 

think. In more fortunate circumstances 

like most of ours do we do enough to 

enrich the lives of others? 

A cricket club is a collection of people who 

gather together to enhance both their own 

lives and the lives of others. Some could 

see it as a tool to help each other. 

Could each one of us do that little bit more 

to support the club, and therefore help 

each other? 

Maybe a little bit deep for The Toss, 

maybe I’m bored on the plane, but maybe 

there is a point. 

Chris Prowting 

Some other things to bear in mind in this vein. 

 A recent study determined that an individual 

with net wealth of £48,000 was in the upper 

decile of the world’s population.  Mental health 

charities are increasingly trying to use sport and 

sport clubs as a channel to help people.  Three 

years is a long time to be 1st XI captain, just 

check the honours board.   

 

 

 

The Saturday 4th team finished mid-table with 

a middling set of results; six wins, six defeats, 

two draws and four abandonments.   

As had been the case in the previous year, the 

teams at the bottom of the league were 

beaten fairly comfortably or outplayed in 

draws.  They came up short in games against 

the top teams with the exception of a win at 

Chelmer over Southend-on-Sea & Ecko 

Monarchs & Trojans (this is one club). 

That victory was the highlight of the season, 

achieved on the back of an excellent chase led 

by Matt Davis who finished 99 not out.  The 

best team performance came at Upminster 

with no one scoring more than 40 or taking 

more than two wickets in a 123 run win.  

Individual display of the season came from 

Neil Raisborough who top scored and took 

five for 46 from 27 overs at Hornchurch. 

The low points were collapses against SoS& 

EM&T in the away game and Chingford, both 

games that could have been won.  The worst 

days were the fixtures against champions 

Harlow, who will not be missed. 

Steve Pleasant had a good season with the 

bat, scoring the best part of 500 runs at an 

average of over 40.  Phil Arnold and Francis 

Kyan had solid seasons too and Matt 

impressed with two fifties in just three games.   

Only Harry Green who was deservedly 

promoted and Huw Davies got more than 10 

wickets.  The next five most successful 

bowlers were all the wrong side of 40 with the 

needs of the third team and injury restricting 

the matches for Alistair Fergus, Keith 

Goodman and Neil Raisborough. 

The play-cricket stats say that 43 players were 

used. 



 

 

It was business as usual for Chelmsford’s T20 

sides in 2014 as the Warsop T20 was won with 

some ease to balance out falling short in the 

Essex League Dukes competition.  

The early rounds of the Warsop competition 

were negotiated fairly comfortably, with the 

exception of the one-run victory at Rayleigh in 

the opening game of the competition. Miles 

Clark made an excellent 62 in difficult 

conditions and along with Tom Arnold’s big 

hitting at the end helped to get us to 129-8. 

Alistair Fergus bowled an excellent spell of 

two for 10 in reply and Liam Keaney held his 

nerve at the end. 

The other games were far more mundane; we 

beat Mountnessing by 23 runs in a game that 

was far more one-sided than the result 

sounds and Bentley were beaten by 8 wickets 

at Chelmer Park. 

Chelmer Park hosted the finals day of the 

competition for the first time on the 14th of 

September and the day passed off excellently 

after the scheduled finals day earlier in the 

season had been rained off.  

The semi-final against Woodham Mortimer 

was won with some ease after openers Miles 

Clark and Gary Chidley put on 110 for the first 

wicket. With further enterprising cameos 

down the order, a total of 213-5 was achieved 

from the 20 overs. Woodham Mortimer never 

looked like threatening in reply, and it was 

unfortunate that Nick Bailey was the pick of 

the bowlers with 4 wickets. 

Rayleigh (whose team contained several 

players who had not played in our encounter 

with them earlier in the season) were our 

opponents in the final having comfortably 

disposed of Terling in the other semi-final.  

 

 

They batted first and didn’t start too badly but 

never really looked in danger of getting away 

from us, with everyone bowling and fielding 

well. I took three for 12 from my four overs 

but these figures would have looked 

considerably less impressive had Jack Moss 

not taken a sensational catch at long on, 

turning what had looked like a six into a 

wicket. Rayleigh finished on 115-6, which 

always looked some way short of par. 

Gary Chidley completed his second fifty of the 

day in our chase, in which victory was 

completed with more than three overs and 

eight wickets to spare. Miles Clark, Brad 

Green and Lee Cranmer all reached double 

figures in support of Chidley, who won the 

player of the day award and with it a new 

Warsop bat. 

Thanks go to Lee Cranmer for captaining the 

side and Barry Clayden for umpiring in the 

group stage. Special thanks also go to Rosie 

Prowting, Shirley Bailey, Chris Drain, Roger 

Prowting and Maureen Green for providing a 

barbecue throughout the day, as well as Julie 

Witham, Hannah Devenish and Brian Poole for 

their splendid work behind the bar. Last but 

not least thanks also to Bernice Clark for 

helping out with the barbecue and for scoring 

throughout the competition. 

The Dukes campaign started on the first 

Sunday of the League season with a 

comfortable win over Buckhurst Hill, mainly 

achieved thanks to excellent batting from Jack 

Sterland and Nick Prowting, along with a 

decent bowling performance. This was 

followed by a comfortable victory over 

Horndon, where Alistair Fergus took four 

wickets despite bowling considerably less 

excellently than he had done against Rayleigh 

in the Warsop competition. James Clifford 
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dominated the reply, making 47* from 17 

balls in a ten wicket win.  

We were evidently overawed as we made our 

debut radio appearance in the next match at 

Stanford-le-Hope, as we turned in the worst 

Chelmsford fielding performance I have ever 

seen. Despite this, we overcame their 124-6 

with some ease, winning by six wickets. 

Victory over Billericay closed out the group 

stages, our 165-7 never looking under serious 

threat. Matt Thurston struck an excellent fifty 

and there were three wickets apiece for 

myself and Mark Drain. 

Unfortunately despite this easy passage 

through the group stages we fell at the first 

hurdle of the knockout rounds to South 

Woodford. The Chelmsford innings started 

well, with 42 runs coming from the first 5 

overs. After that start, a final total of 100-9 

was disappointing to say the least. I took four 

wickets in reply and Nick Bailey proved that 

the pitch was providing assistance to spinners 

who don’t turn it by taking another wicket to 

leave South Woodford 40-5. Unfortunately 

those were the last wickets to fall as South 

Woodford ended up winning comfortably 

with three overs and five wickets to spare. 

Thanks to Adil Dewan who captained the side, 

and John Everard who scored. Thanks also to 

anyone who provided the musical backdrop to 

several home T20 matches this season. 

Tom Halsey 

 

 

It has to be said here that Tom is being rather 

modest although that will be balanced out in 

the following pages.  His figures in the Dukes 

T20 competition were incredible; 12 wickets 

for 83 runs from a full allocation of 20 overs. 

I was fairly involved in the T20 campaigns, 

playing both the away games in Dukes T20 (I 

have never been selected for a home game). 

This involved trips to Horndon-on-the-Hill and 

Stanford-le-Hope.  I am pretty sure my 

selection was due to my possession of 

Clubhouse keys and that the kit was in the 

Clubhouse.  Thanks must go to Warsop by the 

way for providing the shirts and later coloured 

equipment. 

The Horndon game went from the ridiculous 

(me taking four wickets without bowling 

particularly well, in fact in the case of my first 

over, bowling particularly badly) to the 

sublime (a magisterial unbeaten 47 from 17 

balls from James Clifford).  The chase was 

completed without any loss and inside the 6 

over powerplay. 

At Stanford, the game looked to be heading in 

a similar direction until I initiated a dreadful 

fielding display by throwing one sideways.  

That was not to be anything like the worst 

moment; I thought the batsmen taking a 

second run to Adil’s arm was the nadir; Adil 

was fielding inside the 30-yard circle but there 

were plenty of other candidates.  Despite 

that, the game was won pretty comfortably. 

After reaching the final in the previous year, 

going out in the first knockout round was a 

disappointment.  The batting display was 

pretty hopeless albeit on a difficult pitch.   

T20 is like that though, a few mistakes or 

some brilliance from one opponent can turn a 

game.  That makes the achievements in the 

Warsop competition all the more 

commendable.  There have been some close 

run things over the years and matches that 

could have gone the other way without some 

impressive individual performances. 

Alistair Fergus 



 

One of the great innings of our time was 

witnessed on the 28th of September 2014. 

Chelmsford had travelled to Noak Hill for a 

friendly game to close out the season and in 

time-honoured fashion skipper Barry Clayden 

negotiated the toss, the result of which being 

that Chelmsford batted first. 

Clayden loaded the top order with the supposed 

big guns of Hayto and Chidley and I was hungry 

so I went to find a fried chicken shop. Imagine 

my surprise when I returned to find Hayto 

trudging off having just missed a straight one 

and Chelmsford in some disarray at 10-4, with 

Chidley also out having hit a full toss straight up 

in the air.  

For a time it seemed that Clayden and Phil 

Arnold would repair the damage but Clayden 

contrived to run out Arnold before being bowled 

himself by a ball that was on the way down 

when it hit the stumps. After another couple of 

wickets I walked to the crease to join Ant 

Holland. 

An off-spinner was bowling from one end but he 

was wisely removed from the attack within a 

couple of overs of my arrival at the crease. I had 

comfortably milked him for several ones and 

twos in my first over at the crease before facing 

the opening seamer at the other end who had 

caused the other luminaries such problems. I 

had soon dispatched him for a couple of fours 

through the covers, thanks to the ‘clear the 

front leg’ method of batting that I had chosen to 

employ. 

I was yet to play a shot that had hit anything 

other than the middle of the bat and this 

pattern continued at the other end against the 

fairly sharp bowler who replaced the off-

spinner. He was swiftly deposited over mid-off 

for four, before I decided to give him the charge. 

No runs were scored off of this ball, but the 

charge was only for metagame purposes 

anyway. Next ball, I cunningly dummied as if I 

was going to charge again, before leaning  

 

backwards. The bowler dropped short as 

predicted and was walloped through the covers 

with a force that was almost biblical. It was at 

this point that the cover fielder, on being asked 

why he had made no attempt to stop the 

speeding ball, was heard to say “I didn’t want it 

to take my hand off”. 

Upon seeing that my obvious strength was for 

classical strokes through the covers, the 

opposition captain loaded his field with cover 

fielders. This only opened up other gaps in the 

field, however, and the unfortunate bowler was 

then worked behind point, the ball running 

down to the clubhouse for another boundary. 

The opposition were obviously enjoying 

witnessing this innings at close quarters to such 

an extent that when I ran out of partners they 

decided that Chelmsford could go around again, 

in order to prolong such a wonderful exhibition 

of batting. 

The captain brought himself on in an effort of 

containment. This failed in quite spectacular 

fashion. Due to the wet conditions I actually fell 

over in the execution of my next masterpiece as 

the ball was on its way down. However despite 

falling over as I was playing the shot it was 

struck as clean as a whistle over long-on. The 

bowler congratulated me after the shot. This 

stroke was my only stroke through the on-side 

throughout the whole innings, illustrating my 

eschewing of cross-batted hoiks throughout the 

innings. 

Unfortunately at this point we ran out of overs, 

and I was denied a certain century, left high and 

dry on 34*, which nevertheless was top score in 

the innings. Sadly my efforts were in vain as we 

lost the match with some ease despite an 

excellent new-ball spell by Gary Chidley. 

Tom Halsey 

This report is unedited although the emphasis 

has been added. 
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Saturday 6th XI – As pointed out in David’s 

report, the Saturday 6ths were denied a full 

programme of games this season.  This is an 

important part of the Club development 

programme, friendly cricket is all that 12 year 

olds are allowed to play. 

There were some impressive performances 

from the likes of Matthew and Ed Cole (who 

traded highest scores over a few weekends), 

Luke Smith, Matthew Cook, Peter Banfield 

and Henry Pearce.  Some of them were taking 

their first step into adult cricket and James 

Boyden was another to make his bow.  Matt 

Cole also picked up a five-wicket haul that 

cost him just 2 runs. 

Naturally, Colin Miller also turned in some 

excellent performances and there was some 

old school obduracy from Bob. 

Dukes Essex League Cup – Unbeaten was not 

enough to win the competition, for us, for 

Wanstead or for anyone. 

Good bowling performances against Loughton 

(James Clifford 5-16) and Hornchurch (Sam 

Cook 3-6) were key to progression through 

the first two rounds.  However, it was a 

brilliant unbeaten 57 from Chris Prowting that 

enabled victory at Hornchurch. 

A fairly scrappy batting display was enough 

against Leigh with Chris (51), Gary Chidley (46) 

and extras (44) the main contributors to 259.  

That was defended easily enough with 

Stephen Drain taking six wickets. 

Three wins was not enough to reach the semi-

final because of the way the draw worked out.  

A pre-semi elimination against Colchester was 

ruined by dreadful weather.  Having been 

such a hero in the campaign, Chris proved to 

be a useless tosser and Colchester progressed  

 

 

via a correct call. 

As an aside, no one won the competition.  

Wanstead beat Ilford in the Final but played a 

cup-tied player.  Ilford had a player who had 

not been registered for the Cup. 

National Cup – our return to this competition 

after 20 years was brief.  A dreadful batting 

display allowed Hornsey through. 

President’s Day – as with the Dukes T20 and 

National Cup it was another day on which the 

batting misfired.  Credit must go to the Mid-

Essex League XI who played it hard and well 

and also remained in the bar well after the 

home side had gone.  Mark Drain made a 

good half-century to avoid a rout. 

The second team had a great game, achieving 

a stiff target set by Sheering in the final over.  

Brad Green played a very good innings. 

Social Events – we held a Quiz night at which I 

proved to be a useless tosser (six successive 

heads (or was it tails) – statistically this is as 

likely as any other observed run); a Bingo 

evening; and an Italian Evening.  Thank you to 

the organisers, mainly Rosie Prowting.  If you 

have any feedback or ideas please let us 

know. 

Six a Side – we also won the inaugural Rob 

George Foundation six-a-side competition at 

Colchester.  Congratulations to Adil Dewan 

who captained the team. 

Hospitality – we were one of only three clubs 

in the Shepherd Neame Essex League to score 

perfect marks for hospitality to umpires.  Well 

done to all those involved in this. 
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If you have any articles or stories to share 

about Chelmsford Cricket Club, be they last 

year or even more historical (or hysterical) 

please send them to 

alistair.fergus@btinternet.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Find Chelmsford 

http://chelmsfordcc.hitscricket.co.uk/ 

http://chelmsford.play-cricket.com/ 

https://www.facebook.com/ChelmsfordCC 

Twitter: @Chelmsford_CC 
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